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nau is a contemporary design brand, offering
furniture, lighting, and accessories by a collective of
Australia’s most curious and talented designers.

molloy chair & stool
by Adam Goodrum, 2016
Elegantly sculptural, the Molloy collection of dining tables,
chairs, shelving and coffee tables feature ﬂuid detailing
inspired by a rare act of nature.
The idea for the artfully rounded joinery, where two elements
meet and seamlessly become one, comes from the unusual
meeting of two rivers to form the Molloy River in Western

air & stool
Australia – a place where Adam Goodrum hand-built a holiday
home with his family. The Molloy collection is available in a
variety of timber ﬁnishes.

variations & dimensions

adam goodrum

molloy chair & stool

A ﬁrm believer that every environment
is deﬁned by the objects within it, Adam

Timber: Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak, Walnut
Footrest: Black Powdercoat
Dimensions:
• Dining Chair: 520W x 500D x 780H mm
• Dining Chair with arms:
• Stool: 540W x 510D x 980H mm

Goodrum designs with the philosophy
that an object must therefore justify its
existence – through its story and detailing.
For this reason, his designs celebrate
process and craftsmanship, and accentuate

molloy low stool & bench
Timber: Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak, Walnut
Dimensions:
• Stool: 300W x 300D x 400H mm
• Bench: 1200W x 300D x 400H mm
Custom sizes available
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components and joinery to create functional
pieces with spirit and personality.
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In recent years, Goodrum’s work has
been awarded a host of design accolades
including the NGV Rigg Prize, Vogue x Alessi
Design Prize, Indesign Luminary Award and
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been commissioned to design pieces for
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the Idea Awards Editor’s Medal. He has also
several global luxury brands including
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Veuve Clicquot, Alessi and Cappellini.
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